Open Regional Leadership Team Positions

Though we hate to see them go, several members of the current Regional Leadership Team will be or have left the regional or are nearing the end of their current term. On the plus side, that means *WE NEED YOU!!* Better than that, *WE WANT YOU – to serve on the NODA Region VII Regional Leadership Team.*

Please apply for the appropriate position below, and feel free to reach out to current RLT members should you have questions! All positions are one-year terms with the option for renewal for a second year.

- **Province Coordinator, Ontario**
  - Serve as a clearinghouse of information for networking with the state & province and among other states & provinces
  - May also hold some or all the responsibilities of other position in the RLT
  - Assists in recruitment and membership within the region [with RC in option #1 and Membership Coor. In option #2]
  - Works within the state or province to assess specific needs and communicate those with the RLT, which may result in further educational initiatives

- **State Coordinator, Michigan**
  - Serve as a clearinghouse of information for networking with the state & province and among other states & provinces
  - May also hold some or all the responsibilities of other position in the RLT
  - Assists in recruitment and membership within the region [with RC in option #1 and Membership Coor. In option #2]
  - Works within the state or province to assess specific needs and communicate those with the RLT, which may result in further educational initiatives

- **State Coordinator, Ohio**
  - Serve as a clearinghouse of information for networking with the state & province and among other states & provinces
  - May also hold some or all the responsibilities of other position in the RLT
  - Assists in recruitment and membership within the region [with RC in option #1 and Membership Coor. In option #2]
  - Works within the state or province to assess specific needs and communicate those with the RLT, which may result in further educational initiatives

- **Undergraduate Student Representative**
  - Bring the needs and concerns of undergraduate students forward to the Regional Leadership Team for consideration in regional activities
  - Aid the RLT in communicating with undergraduate students and providing programming tailored to this group

- **Graduate Student Representative**
  - Bring the needs and concerns of graduate students forward to the Regional Leadership Team for consideration in regional activities
  - Aid the RLT in communicating with graduate students and providing programming tailored to this group